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Recent laboratory experiments with decaying strongly stratified grid turbulence at moderate
Reynolds numbers reveal remarkable behavior. These experiments document the evolution of an
initial sea of columnar dipole vortex pairs with dominant vertical vorticity to stratified ‘‘pancake’’
vortex sheets with dominant horizontal vorticity, together with a concurrent dominance of vertical
dissipation of kinetic energy as compared with horizontal dissipation. Here we build exact solutions
of the equations for low Froude number limiting dynamics, which capture basic qualitative features
observed in the above experiments. Unlike the actual turbulent experiments, these exact solutions
are laminar and do not involve a cascade of many scales in the horizontal. The exact solutions of the
limiting dynamics involve a periodic array of dipole vortices in a weakly vertically sheared
horizontal flow. The effect of finite Rossby numbers on the collapse of these exact solutions is also
described here. At moderately large Rossby numbers, the effect of rotation is to inhibit the vertical
collapse process. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~97!01210-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent laboratory observations1–3 in the decaying wake
region for stratified flows at long time display a remarkab
transition from columnar vortex structures with domina
vertical vorticity to layered ‘‘pancake’’ vortex sheets wit
dominant horizontal vorticity. The dynamic process, whi
achieves this radical reorganization of the vorticity field, e
hibits a concurrent dominance of vertical dissipation of
netic energy as compared with horizontal dissipation.1,3 Re-
cent numerical simulations in idealized periodic geometr4,5

with strongly stratified flows also exhibit a dominance
layered ‘‘pancake’’ vortex sheets with dominant horizon
vorticity.

The detailed experimental observations of Finch
et al.1,3 are extremely revealing regarding the details of
collapse process mentioned above. These authors utilize
resolution Digital Particle Image Velocimetry~DPIV! in de-
caying stratified grid turbulence at large times~many buoy-
ancy times! with Reynolds numbers varying from Re5760
to Re512 000. The salient features observed in these exp
ments, especially at the lower Reynolds numbers, are
following.

A. Experimental observations

~A! The flow remains predominantly horizontal durin
the transition process with Froude number, Fr!1, and Rich-
ardson number, Ri@1. This condition for approximately
horizontal flow means thatvW 5vW v1vW H , with uvW vu !u vW Hu.

~B! At the initial stage, the flow looks like a ‘‘complex
sea’’ of columnar dipole vortices in a weakly vertical
sheared background flow. Thus, ifvW 5(vW H ,v) is the three
dimensional vorticity, at the initial stage there is much larg
vertical vorticity

uvu@uvW Hu. ~1!

~C! At the later stages of the decay process, the fl
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field remains horizontal while the vorticity is mostly hor
zontal and arranged in vertically layered pancakes of h
zontal vorticity with

uvW Hu@uvu. ~2!

~D! Consider the~horizontal! velocity field vW H(x,y,z,t)
from ~A!. Finchamet al.1,3 split the contributions to the dis

sipation of kinetic energy, (d/dt) 1
2* uvW Hu2

252«, into vertical
and horizontal dissipation components,

«5«2D1«z ,

with «z52nS ]u

]zD 2

, ~3!

and «2D the horizontal plane turbulent dissipation. Hereu
denotes thex-component of the velocity. Then in the trans
tion process from~B! to ~C!, the vertical dissipation of en
ergy dominates over horizontal dissipation of kinetic ener
i.e.,

u«zu@u«2Du. ~4!

In ~3!, «z and«2D , are computed as a statistical average
the turbulent flow, as indicated by the overbar in~3! ~see
Finchamet al.1 for the precise definition of«2D, although the
notation is different!. The interested reader can consult Fi
ures 3, 4, and 8 in Finchamet al.1 for quantitative confirma-
tion of the features of the experimental observations, wh
we have outlined briefly in~A!–~D! above; in particular,
typically 90% or more of the contribution to the dissipatio
arises fromu«zu as compared withu«2Du.

The development of simplified models which simult
neously capture the features in~A!–~D! in a qualitative fash-
ion is an important theoretical issue. Here we develop ex
solutions of simplified model dynamics which fulfill all o
the requirements in~A!–~D!. From ~A! above, these flows
are strongly stratified with Fr!1; thus, the starting point for
the theoretical developments presented here are the sim
(10)/2932/9/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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fied equations for low Froude number limiting dynamic
proposed on heuristic grounds by Rileyet al.,6 and recently
derived in a general setting in the low Froude number lim
with full mathematical rigor by Embid and Majda.7,8

The relevant properties of solutions of these equati
for low Froude number limits are described briefly in Secti
II; in particular, general solutions of these equations au
matically will satisfy~4!, i.e., u«zu @u «2Du, provided that~1!

is satisfied, i.e.,uvu @u vW Hu. We end our discussion in Sectio
II with an exact solution procedure for the limiting dynam
ics. In Section III, we apply this exact solution procedure
low Froude number limiting dynamics with initial data in
volving a periodic array of dipole vortices in a weakly ve
tically sheared horizontal flow to mimic~B!. These exact
solutions display vertical collapse in a fashion so that
three qualitative features in~B!, ~C!, and ~D! in the experi-
mental observations occur simultaneously. The effect of
nite Rossby numbers on the vertical collapse of these e
solutions is also described in Section III. Even at modera
large Rossby numbers, the effect of rotation is to inhibit
vertical collapse process.

II. LOW FROUDE NUMBER LIMITING DYNAMICS FOR
STRONGLY STRATIFIED FLOWS

Motivated by the observations in~A! that the velocity
field is nearly horizontal and the Froude number, Fr, satis
Fr!1, here we utilize the simplified equations for the lim
ing dynamics.6–8 We begin this section by briefly describin
how these limiting dynamic equations emerge from the s
bly stratified rotating Boussinesq equations in the l
Froude number limit. We also describe the no
dimensionalization used in these equations to make con
with the relevant length and time scales, which link the
lutions of these equations qualitatively with those in t
experiments.1,3 The limiting dynamic equations involve n
vertical velocity and only horizontal velocity componen

vW H , which can vary as functions of the vertical variable. Th
behavior is consistent with~A! in the experiments where
uvW vu!uvW Hu.

In Section II A, exact identities are developed for so
tions of the limiting dynamics, which provide concise e
pressions for the dissipation of kinetic energy as a sum
horizontal and vertical components, the evolution of t
three-dimensional vorticity field, and a quantitative link b
tween these quantities, which guarantees within the limit
dynamics that the features described in~C! and ~D! must
occur simultaneously. In Section II B we develop an ex
solution procedure for special solutions of the limiting d
namics, which we utilize in Section III to provide concre
examples where explicitly the features in~C! and~D! happen
simultaneously. It is worth emphasizing here that, once
accepts the limiting dynamics as an approximation, all of
qualitative vertical collapse features described in Section
A, II B, and III occur without any need for vertical overturn
ing, since the vertical velocity component,w, always van-
ishes for these approximate dynamics.

We non-dimensionalize the stably stratified Boussin
equations through a characteristic length scale,L, and a
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1997
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characteristic velocityU. We associate the characterist
length scale,L, with the typical separation distance betwe
the initial columnar dipole vortices described in~B! above,
while the velocity units are measured in the typical veloc
magnitudeU of the columnar dipole vortex pairs. Time i
non-dimensionalized by the eddy turnover time,L/U, asso-
ciated with this flow with corresponding Reynolds numb
Re5LU/n. Besides these length and time scales, we uti
rbB for the scale of the density fluctuations,p for the pres-
sure scale, andN for the constant buoyancy~Brunt-Väisälä!
frequency characterizing the stable stratificatio
N5(2(g/rb)]zr̄ )1/2. With this choice of scales the non
dimensional form of the rotating Boussinesq equations is

]vW

]t
1~Ro!21hW 3vW 1 P̄¹f1P21~Fr!21reW z1vW •¹vW

2~Re!21DvW 50,

]r

]t
2P~Fr!21w1vW •¹r2~Re!21~Pr!21Dr50, ~5!

div vW 50,

where the non-dimensional numbers are

Ro5
U

L f
Rossby number, Fr5

U

LN
Froude number,

P̄5
p

rbU2
Euler number, Re5

rbUL

m
Reynolds number,

Pr5
m

rbD
Prandtl number,P5

NU

gB
.

Here vW 5(vW H ,w) is the fluid velocity andr is the density
fluctuation. For simplicity in exposition, we have assum
equal horizontal and vertical length scales in defining
Froude number.

The Froude number measures the ratio of the buoya
time to the eddy turnover time. The actual experiments
volve decaying flows so the Froude number starts at a sm
value and decreases in time during the observations. T
motivates looking at simplified dynamic equations in the lo
Froude number limit to qualitatively capture some basic f
tures of the experiments. To achieve this low Froude num
limit, we utilize the balance of buoyancy fluctuations give
by

Fr5«, P̄51, P51, ~6!

in the non-dimensional Boussinesq equations.
Low Froude number limiting dynamics. The equa-

tions for the ~slow! dynamics, which have been derive
rigorously7 from the stratified rotating Boussinesq equatio
in the above low Froude number limit with«→0, are given
by
2933A. J. Majda and M. J. Grote
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]vW H

]t
1vW H•¹HvW H1~Ro!21vW H

'1¹Hf

5~Re!21DHvW H1~Re!21
]2vW H

]z2
,

divH vW H50, ~7!

w[0,

]r

]t
5~Re!21~Pr!21

]2r

]z2
,

wherevW H
'5(2v2 ,v1). In the slow dynamics equations th

velocity and the density are decoupled. Consistent with~A!,
the fluid is strongly stratified with zero vertical velocityw
and densityr that only changes in the vertical direction. Th
different horizontal layers of fluid exchange momentu
through diffusion in the vertical direction. For the spec
case with Ro51`, the equations in~7! have been propose
earlier on heuristic grounds by Rileyet al.6 In ~7! we assume
the flow is 2p-periodic in all three directions for simplicity
With the non-dimensionalization of the spatial scales
scribed above, we consider a vortex dipole pair on this u
length scale with unit velocity in a weak vertical shear in th
periodic geometry as a qualitative model for the initial da
mimicing ~B! from the experiments. This motivates the in
tial data for the exact solutions described below in Secti
II A and III.

A. Exact vorticity and dissipation formulas for the
limiting dynamics

We begin with the dissipation of kinetic energy,E(t)
5 1

2ivW Hi2
2, where for any function,f , i f i2

25* f 2dxdydz.
By multiplying the first equation in~7! by vW H and integrating
by parts, it is straightforward to derive the identity

d

dt
E52~Re!21I ]vW H

]z
I

2

2

2~Re!21i¹HvW Hi2
2[«z1«2D .

~8!

The experimental evidence in~B!, ~C!, and ~D! shows that
the vertical dissipation of kinetic energy«z grows in time
and dominates the horizontal dissipation«2D . Thus to mimic
the experiments, we need to build solutions of the limiti
dynamics which satisfy

I ]vW H

]z
I

2

2

@i¹HvW Hi2
2 ,

as time evolves.
The horizontal velocity field,vW H , satisfying the equa-

tions in ~7!, has the unique decomposition

vW H5VW H1¹H
'c, ~9!

where VW H(z,t)5*vW H(x,y,z,t)dxdy is a vertically sheared
periodic flow andc is the horizontal stream function wit
2934 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1997
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¹H
'c5(2]yc,]xc,0). Although the velocity field is purely

horizontal in the limiting dynamics, the total vorticityvW is
three-dimensional and

vW 5 curlS VW H1¹H
'c

0
D 5S ]zVW H

'

0
D 1S vW H8

v
D , ~10!

wherev andvW H8 are given by

v5DHc, vW H8 5
]

]z
¹Hc. ~11!

Our goal is to construct elementary exact solutions in
low Froude number limit that exhibit the key features ou
lined in ~B!, ~C!, and ~D! of the introduction. We note tha
some remarkable elementary identities guarantee that the
effects in~C! and ~D! must occur simultaneously within th
context of limiting dynamics. Indeed, since

]vW H

]z
5

]VW H

]z
1

]

]z
¹H

'c, ~12!

we infer using~10! that

U]vW H

]z
U5UvW H8 1

]VW H
'

]z
U pointwise. ~13!

We will see below thatu]zVW H
'u cannot grow in time, since it

satisfies the linear convection-diffusion equation in~14!.
Thus, growth ofuvW H8 u implies the growth ofu]zvW Hu point-
wise.

Next, we derive the vorticity-stream form of the equ
tions for the limiting slow dynamics in~7!. We recall the
decompositionvW H5VW H(z,t)1¹H

'c from ~7! and also from
~11! that the vertical component of the vorticity is related
the stream functionc by v5DHc. Therefore, computing the
horizontal average of~7! and the vertical component of th
vorticity from the curl of the horizontal momentum equ
tions in the limiting dynamics in~7! yields the following:

Vorticity-stream form of the limiting dynamics for
low Froude and finite Rossby numbers. The horizontal ve-
locity is vW H5VW H1¹H

'c, where the vertical shearVW H satis-
fies

]VW H

]t
1~Ro!21VW H

'5~Re!21
]2

]z2
VW H . ~14!

The vertical vorticityv and the stream functionc satisfy the
vorticity-stream equations

]v

]t
1VW H•¹Hv1JH~c,v!5~Re!21DHv1~Re!21

]2v

]z2
,

~15!
DHc5v,

whereJH(c,v)5¹H
'c•¹Hv is the Jacobian ofc andv in

the horizontal variables.
The limiting dynamic equations at low Froude numb

also include the effects of the slow vortical modes describ
in ~7! on the ~fast! internal gravity waves as well as three
wave resonances among internal gravity waves.7 Since the
internal gravity waves are primarily radiated to the walls
A. J. Majda and M. J. Grote
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the tank and dissipated there in laboratory experiments,
ignore the fast wave dynamics in our discussion here
simplicity in exposition; the theory presented by Embid a
Majda7 guarantees that such a procedure is self-consisten
the periodic geometries considered here. Also we ignore
density equation from~7!, since it has a passive role in th
leading order slow dynamics.

Next, we study the mechanism for the growth ofuvW H8 u in
time. From~11!, we see that

vW H8 5¹HDH
21S ]v

]z D . ~16!

Thus growth in]zv implies growth in the magnitude o
vW H8 . Although uvu cannot grow in time,]zv can grow
through enhanced turbulent diffusion driven by the sh
VW H(z,t) in ~14!. This physical mechanism is well-known in
tuitively, but we shall now build exact solutions that demo
strate this.

B. An exact solution procedure

We build exact solutions of the limiting dynamics
~14! and ~15!, which exhibit the two simultaneous mech
nisms ~C! and ~D! from the introduction via equation~16!,
wherev is computed from the solutions of~14! and ~15!.

From equation~14! it is clear that the vertical shear com
ponentVW H evolves independently of the horizontal veloci
¹H

'c. In fact, the dynamics ofVW H are described by a linea
equation with constant coefficients, which we can solve
mediately via Fourier series. LetR(t) be the rotation matrix

R~ t !5S cos~Ro!21t sin~Ro!21t

2sin~Ro!21t cos~Ro!21t D . ~17!

Then the solution of~14! is

VW H~z,t !5 (
k52`

`

eikze2~Re!21k2tR~ t !VW Ĥ~k!. ~18!

From ~18! we see thatVW H(z,t) represents a time decayin
vertical shear flow, which rotates with uniform angular v
locity (Ro)21. We note that if (Ro)2150, thenR(t)5I .

Next, we constructspecial exact solutionsof ~15!. We
select asingle fixedenergy shellL>1 and consider a super
position of horizontal Fourier modeskWH5(k1 ,k2), k1 and
k2 integers, within that shell,

c~x,y,z,t !5 (
ukWH

j u25L

Aj~z,t !eikWH
j

•xWHe2~Re!21Lt. ~19!

To ensure thatc is real, we must include for each Fourie
component Aj its complex conjugate Ai5Aj* , with
kWH

i 52kWH
j . With this particular choice ofc, we immediately

derive the two formulas

v5DHc52Lc,
~20!

vW H8 5¹H

]

]z
~2L21v!52L21S ¹H

]v

]z D .
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1997
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The first property in~20! causes the nonlinear term in~15!,
JH(c,v), to vanish so that~15! becomes alinear advection-
diffusion equation; moreover, this condition is se
consistently satisfied by the solution of the advectio
diffusion equation as time evolves. By introducing~19! into
~15!, we see that the complex amplitudesAj (z,t) solve the
linear equation

]

]t
Aj~z,t !1 ikWH

j
•VW H~z,t !Aj~z,t !5~Re!21

]2

]z2
Aj~z,t !,

ukWH
j u25L, ~21!

for some given initial conditionsAj (z,t)5Aj
0(z) at t50.

In the next section, we process these exact solutions w
appropriate initial data to display simultaneously all of t
qualitative features~B!–~D! observed in the experiments
even though these elementary exact solutions do not inv
a cascade of many scales. The initial data we choose co
sponds to a large scale dipole vortex withukWH

j u251, consis-
tent with our non-dimensionalization described earlier. W
solve the finite number of linear equations in~21! for the
amplitudesAj (z,t) straightforwardly through second orde
accurate time-splitting via fractional steps. The spa
z-derivatives are computed through Fast Fourier Transfo
in standard fashion. We found that 64 mesh points inz with
a time stepDt50.1 guaranteed accuracy withinO(1025) for
all the solutions reported in the next section.

III. EXACT SOLUTIONS EXHIBITING VERTICAL
COLLAPSE

In all of the solutions presented in this section utilizin
the exact solution procedure in~18!–~21!, for initial data, we
use the periodic dipole flow configuration with stream fun
tion

c~x,y,z,0!5sin~x!1sin~y!. ~22!

The initial condition for the background vertically shear
motion,VW H(z,t), is given by

VW H~z,0!5S Vmaxsin~z!

0 D . ~23!

The constantVmax controls the strength of the shear; typ
cally, we setVmax50.1 so that the magnitude of the vertic
shear is 5% of the size of the vorticity magnitude in t
dipole. Clearly, these initial data mimic the experimenta
observed initial stage described in~B! from the introduction,
involving a sea of dipole vortices in a weakly vertical
sheared background flow. Below, we also vary the stren
of the vertical shear through the moderate amplitudes
Vmax between 0.05 and 0.5.

A. Vertical collapse dynamics at low Froude numbers

Here we show that the dynamical evolution of the ex
solutions from ~18!–~21! with the initial data from ~22!
qualitatively captures all of the features from the expe
ments outlined in~C! and ~D! from Section I.

At Reynolds number, Re51000, we setVmax50.1 in
~23! for the initial data and suppress rotation wi
2935A. J. Majda and M. J. Grote
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(Ro)2150. In Figure 1, we graph the energy decay as
function of time in the first frame, while the second fram
follows the horizontal and vertical dissipation rate, defin
earlier in ~8!. The third frame in Figure 1 follows the verti
cal, horizontal, and total vorticity amplitudes as a function
time. Clearly by timet550, the vertical dissipation rat
swamps the horizontal dissipation rate and contributes ne
80% of the dissipation. Also, simultaneously, the horizon
vorticity maximum dominates the vertical vorticity max
mum. These two graphs give strong evidence that both
fects from~C! and ~D! in the introduction are occurring si
multaneously in the exact solutions from~18!–~21! with the
above initial data.

To further corroborate the behavior of these exact so
tions as a qualitative model for the process in~C! and ~D!,
we present snapshots of the corresponding vorticity field
time t50,10,20,30,40,50 in Figure 2~a!. Here we plot the se
of points where the vorticity is within 90% of its maximum
Clearly at timet50, we see essentially the columnar vort
dipole pair since the vertical shear is very weak. The
namic formation of the layered pancake sheets with la
horizontal vorticity is already evident at timest520,30 and
continues in time untilt550. We also note that the initia
breakup of the vertical vortex tubes att510 occurs, as one
would expect, in the vicinity of the locations atz50,p,2p,
where the vertical shear has its maximum gradient so tha
viscous dissipation is more effective. In Figure 2~b! we dis-

FIG. 1. The exact solutions described in Section III without rotatio
(Ro)2150, with Reynolds number Re51000, and with maximal vertica
shear strengthVmax50.1 are monitored versus time: the total energy@top#;
the horizontal and vertical energy dissipation rates,«2D ~dashed! and «z

~plain! @middle#; the maximal horizontal vorticity,vW H ~dashed!, the maxi-
mal vertical vorticity,vW z ~plus!, and the maximal total vorticity,vW ~plain!
@bottom#.
2936 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1997
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play the vorticity field at two different heights,z5p/2 and
z52p, at timest50,20,50. These snapshots of the vortic
clearly demonstrate the strong increase with time in the h
zontal component of the vorticity at locations of maxim
gradient in the vertical shear.

The graphical data just presented in Figures 1 an
demonstrate that the exact solutions of the low Froude n
ber limiting dynamics described in Section II are a quali
tive model for all of the features observed experimenta
and summarized in~B!, ~C!, and~D! of the introduction. We
emphasize that no vertical overturning was utilized in bui
ing these solutions.

To see the effect of Reynolds number and the maxim
of the vertical shear on the vertical dissipation, we var
these parameters systematically for the exact solution
~18!–~21!, with the initial data in~22! and~23! for Reynolds
numbers, 500<Re<5000 andVmax with 0.05<Vmax<0.5. In
Figure 3 we plot the vertical dissipation as a percentage
total dissipation at the temporal maximum of vertical dis
pation as the parameters Re andVmax vary. Note that even
with Vmax50.05, 85% of the dissipation rate is vertical
Re55000. Not surprisingly, the larger values ofVmax have
even more efficient vertical dissipation.

B. Vertical collapse at finite Rossby numbers

Here we indicate the effect of rotation on the vertic
collapse of the exact solutions which we have just descri
in Section III A. First, we use Re51000 and the same initia
data as in Figures 1 and 2 withVmax50.1, but utilize a
Rossby number, Ro510 in the exact solution procedure from
~18!–~21!. Figure 4 presents the energy decay, the horizo
and vertical dissipation, and the vertical, horizontal, and to
vorticity amplitude as time evolves in this situation wi
Ro510. Both the vertical dissipation and the horizontal vo
ticity are drastically reduced in time even at the high Ross
number, Ro510, as the reader can easily verify by compa
ing Figure 4 with Figure 1. The decaying oscillations in bo
the vertical dissipation and the horizontal vorticity correla
precisely with the rotation period.

In Figure 5, we evaluate the same time histories as
Figure 4, but raiseVmax to Vmax50.175 while keeping
Re51000 and Ro510. With this higher shear strength, th
vertical dissipation is more than twice the horizontal dissip
tion at timet.25 with a corresponding growth in horizonta
vorticity. Both of these examples demonstrate that eve
moderately high Rossby number, i.e., moderate rotation,
the effect of decorrelating the action of sufficiently we
horizontal shears.

Is the vertical dissipation rate in the exact solutions
monotone function of Rossby number for fixed initial da
from ~22! and ~23! at a given Reynolds number? From th
data just presented in Figures 4 and 5, the reader might
pect that the answer is yes. However, instead, we fin
narrow range of large Rossby numbers where finite rota
effects can actually enhance vertical dissipation in contras
the data in Figures 4 and 5 at fixed Rossby numb

,

A. J. Majda and M. J. Grote
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th
FIG. 2. The exact solutions described in Section III without rotation, (Ro)2150, with Reynolds number Re51000, and with maximal vertical shear streng
Vmax50.1. Part~a!: the locations where the total vorticityuvW u is within 90% of its maximum are shown at various times~i! t50, ~ii ! t510, ~iii ! t520, ~iv!
t530, ~v! t540, ~vi! t550. Part~b!: snapshots of the vorticity field at two different heights;z5p/2 andz52p, are shown at various times:~i! t50, ~ii !
t520, ~iii ! t550. The amplitude of the vorticity is scaled at 25% of its actual strength.
a
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Ro510. In Figure 6 we plot the vertical dissipation as
percentage of total dissipation at the temporal maximum
vertical dissipation as the parameters Re and Ro vary for
fixed initial data in~22! and ~23! with Vmax50.1. For fixed
Reynolds number, the maximum horizontal dissipation w
varying Rossby number occurs at Ro.50 for Re.1000. The
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1997
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efficiency of dissipation is enhanced at all Reynolds numb
due to the time-dependent motion of the velocity field
relatively high Rossby numbers. However, the efficiency
vertical dissipation diminishes very rapidly as the Ross
number decreases. Similar behavior occurs at the larger R
nolds numbers up to 5000 but is not depicted here.
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IV. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

Motivated by remarkable experimental observations1,3 in
decaying stratified flows, we have presented exact solut
of the equations for low Froude number limitin
dynamics,6–8 which qualitatively model key features of th
observed vertical collapse. The features include, in a pu
horizontal evolving flow, a temporal transition from near
columnar dipole vortices in a weak vertical shear to ve
cally layered pancake vortex sheets with dominant horizo
vorticity; this radical geometric change in vortex structure
accompanied by concurrent dominance of vertical diss
2938 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1997
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tion compared with horizontal dissipation in these solutio
The exact solutions presented in Section II and develope
Section III are capable of capturing all of these facets sim
taneously. The effects of moderate rotation on these e
solutions have also been documented. In general, mode
Rossby numbers inhibit both vertical dissipation and ho
zontal vorticity production in these exact solutions althoug
surprisingly, there is a narrow window of rather large Ross
numbers where rotation enhances these effects.

However, these exact laminar solutions probably do
model the actual turbulent experiments in quantitative fa
A. J. Majda and M. J. Grote
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ion, since the experiments involve a significant cascade
small scales in horizontal and vertical wave number. In c
trast the exact solutions involve dissipation on the same h
zontal scales of motion as the large scale motion, so
quantitative agreement with experiments is only possible
lower Reynolds numbers than the actual experiments in
chamet al.1

While the exact solutions presented here qualitativ
model a number of interesting dynamical features, these
lutions are almost certainly dynamically unstable since
the construction~18!–~21! of Section II, each amplitude co
efficient,Aj (z,t), from ~21! moves independently. Neverthe
less, it is interesting to perturb these solutions and incl

FIG. 3. For the exact solutions described in Section III without rotati
(Ro)2150, the vertical energy dissipation,«z , as a percentage of tota
dissipation,«, is shown at the temporal maximum at vertical dissipation,
the Reynolds number Re and the vertical shear strengthVmax vary.

FIG. 2. ~Continued.!
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FIG. 4. The exact solutions described in Section III with rotation, (Ro)510,
with Reynolds number Re51000, and with maximal vertical shear streng
Vmax50.1 are monitored versus time: the total energy@top#; the horizontal
and vertical energy dissipation rates,«2D ~dashed! and«z ~plain! @middle#;

the maximal horizontal vorticity,vW H ~dashed!, the maximal vertical vortic-

ity, vW z ~plus!, and the maximal total vorticity,vW ~plain! @bottom#.

FIG. 5. The exact solutions described in Section III with rotation, (Ro)510,
and with increased maximal vertical shear strengthVmax50.175 are moni-
tored versus time: the total energy@top#; the horizontal and vertical energy
dissipation rates,«2D ~dashed! and «z ~plain! @middle#; the maximal hori-
zontal vorticity,vW H ~dashed!, the maximal vertical vorticity,vW z ~plus!, and
the maximal total vorticity,vW ~plain! @bottom#.
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the effect of gravity waves at small finite Froude number a
fixed Rossby number via controlled numerical experime
in periodic geometry. Also, the rough mathematic
requirements7,8 for the validity of these solutions at a finit
small Froude number would impose the relati
Re<O((Fr21)), with Fr ! 1, and it is useful to investigate
whether these conditions actually are needed. As regard
collapse dynamics, it is interesting to develop other ex

FIG. 6. For the exact solutions described in Section III with fixed verti
shear strength,Vmax50.1, the vertical energy dissipation,«z , as a percent-
age of total dissipation,«, is shown at the temporal maximum of vertic
dissipation, as the Reynolds number Re and the inverse Rossby nu
(Ro)21 vary.
2940 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1997
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solutions which also incorporate large scale horizontal ro
tion and strain.9 The authors are pursuing all of these issu
and will report on the results in the near future.
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